
The Australian labour market has the lowest 
unemployment rate since the mid-1970s. This has 
shifted the power balance from the employer (i.e., 
what most employers are familiar and comfortable 
with) to the skilled employee, who recognises that 
they can actively shape the employment offer and 
conditions given labour demand is largely 
outstripping supply. 

Effectively, job opportunities abound for those 
seeking to leave their current workplaces – in 
procurement and contracting as well as the 
professions more generally. Competition from the 
private sector for well-trained procurement and 
contract management staff is ramping up again as 
all sectors compete for skilled employees in a 
tight labour market and continuing restricted 
access for overseas applicants.

Background

Introduction

Engagement and Retention of your 
Procurement Staff

There are several ways a good professional line 
manager does this:

If line managers and senior management actively 
seek to do the steps above, the agency is likely to 
have engaged procurement and contracting staff who 
are less likely to leave the business (or the broader 
government), and when they do leave, it is less likely 
to be for matters within the agency’s control.For more information:

https://www.cips.org/careers/salary-guide/aus-nz

The key to keeping talented staff and those with 
untapped potential in government procurement and 
contracting roles is to have effective line managers 
who know what motivates the members of the team 
– before staff tell them they are leaving government! 

Line management and 
their relationship with 
their staff

• Support staff by:
◦ Actively fighting to address issues they have 

In the current context, it is even more important 
for executive leaders to ensure management 
actively engages procurement and contract 
management staff and retains them, as the 
challenges are many to recruit suitably skilled 
replacements to government. Executive leaders 
will see higher retention rates of these critical 
staff where line management and senior 
management clearly understand that their staff 
are not simply resources: they are assets to the 
business that must be transparently valued for 
their contribution.

            

• When seeking to build capability and engage staff:
◦ Uses targeted training and education 

◦      Enables a mentoring arrangement for staff 
wherever practicable 

and successes: informally day-to-day and at 
formal events

  
 ◦     Work on developing weaknesses into strengths

raised that adversely impact their ability to do 
a good job 

and transparently address any issues that are 
raised

◦ Monitoring staff wellbeing
• Actively analyses staff opinion survey data to identify 

opportunities to both build capability and 
reward staff in a way that is meaningful to 
them i.e. it aligns to their aspirations

• Actively grows trust in staff 
•     Actively connects with staff to understand what     
       motivates them and their professional aspirations
• Celebrates and rewards staff for their efforts 

  staff and work with them collaboratively to:                 
 ◦      Share their strengths with others on the team       

  •   Through regular check-ins, actively seeks to  
          understand the strengths and weaknesses of              
 

•     Actively  engages  with  staff  using  good-practice 
leadership approaches



PEOPLE SEEK EQUITABLE/FAIR ACCESS TO

Positive Workplace Culture    
WITH A GOOD LEADER WHO

IS ALSO RESPECTED BY OTHERS
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• Feels management did not support them to advance
their careers

• Feels their current employer is a small agency with
limited procurement and contracting roles

• Feels they lacked access to professional skills
development

• Keen to do the current job better
• Keen to deal with greater complexity/challenges

Why do they leave?

• Resource procurement & contracting training and
education initiatives

• Encourage internal agency placements that broaden
staff skills and networks to support their career
advancement aspirations

• Encourage external agency placements that broaden
their skills and networks to support their career
advancement aspirations

• Seek out ways to resource professional development
opportunities that challenge and extend their current
skills and knowledge

• Give them a mentor who can guide them to excellence

procurements at a ‘stretch’ level

How can executive leaders support line 
managers to retain them?
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• Feels the current work environment is not supportive

customers or middle/senior management

Why do they leave?

• Understand your personal leadership style and how
it impacts staff

• Seek to understand the work team dynamics
• Seek to understand the broader workplace culture

and its impact
• Change what can be changed
• Shelter staff from the adverse impacts of the

broader workplace culture over which line
management has no control

• Ensure middle/senior management understand the
value-add of the procurement and contracting team
to the business

• Engage with procurement customers and suppliers

How can executive leaders support line 
managers to retain them?

PEOPLE SEEK OPPORTUNITIES TO
Make a Difference

PEOPLE SEEK 

Work & Life Balance
WITH ACCESS TO HYBRID WORKPLACES

Sustainable Workloads,
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• Bored with their current role
• Dissatisfied with their level of responsibility
• Feels their full suite of skills are overlooked/not

used because of their job classification

Why do they leave?

PEOPLE SEEK
Meaningful Work

based on actual skills rather than job
classification level where practicable
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How can executive leaders support line 
managers to retain them?

• Keen for opportunities to contribute to the
greater good through the job

• Keen to contribute to better futures for others

Why do they leave?

• Support an agency focus on social
procurement initiatives

• Provide staff opportunities to engage with
procurement activities through a social 
procurement lens and celebrate related 
successes

• Ensure the team know they are contributing to
better futures for others through their social
procurement and related initiatives

How can executive leaders support line 
managers to retain them?
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Why do they leave?

How can executive leaders support line 
managers to retain them?

Increased compensation and benefits are motivations to 
leave that are likely shared regardless of industry, so it is 
difficult to address these in a procurement-specific 
context in this document.
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current work role
• Offer access to skilled mentoring
• Assess capability and assign work to staff

in service delivery at their current level
• Involve them in more complex and/or high value

• Feels current line manager lacks important technical
skills and/or is not well regarded or influential with
their leaders, peers, staff, customers and suppliers

or friendly
• Feels they are not respected for their skills by

PEOPLE SEEK A

• Provide appropriate stretch assignments
•      Assess their current skills levels in terms of

breadth and depth
• Offer appropriate project work outside of the

to ensure they know your expectations

Career Advancement &
     Professional Development

• Seek to understand what makes work stressful
(e.g. complexity, tempo, volume, lack of clarity  
regarding expectations and customer attitudes) 

Below are some steps a line manager and senior 
management could take to enhancestaff engagement, 
thereby impacting retention in the longer term.

• Seek reduced workplace stress
• Seek an improved work/life balance 
•       Seek access to hybrid workplaces

• Transparently seek to reduce the impact of the

workplaces  that  give  staff  flexibility  over 
aspects of when and where they work

stressor/s in collaboration with affected staff
• Seek out innovative ways to support hybrid
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